The aim of this paper is to study eventually strong wrpp semigroups whose idempotents satisfy permutation identities, that is, so-called PI-strong wrpp semigroups. After some properties are obtained, the structure of such semigroups are investigated. In particular, the structure of special cases are established.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let S be a semigroup, A a subset of S and let 1, 2 , , (1),
n (*)
A non-identity permutation on n objects. Then A is said to satisfy the permutation identity determined by (in short, to satisfy a permutation identity if there is no ambiguity) if In connection with this, regular semigroup whose idempotents satisfy permutation identities were investigated by Yamada (1967, P.371) . Strong wrpp semigroup whose idempotents satisfy permutation identities were investigated by Guo(1996 Guo( , P.1947 Eventually strong wrpp semigroup whose idempotents satisfy permutation identities were studied by Du et al.(2001,P.424) . Du(2001, P.5) Throughout this paper, the terminologies and notations are not defined can be found in Howie(1976) .
Lemma1.1 (Yammada, 1967, PP.371-392) let B be a band. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B Satisfy a permutation identity;
(2) B is a normal band; (3) B is a strong semilattice of rectangular bands. Lemma 1.2 (Tang, 1997 , PP.1499 -1504 (1) A subsemigroups of S satisfy formula (*); (1) and (2) refer to Yammada(1967,PP.371-392) . (3) 
( is a le ft c o n g ru e n c e ) ( We easily show that the following: Lemma 2.7 the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) T is a strong semilattice of the direct product of commutative R cancellative monoids and rectangular bands (2)T is a spined product of strong semilattice of commutative R cancellative monoids and normal band with respect to its the common Greatest homomorphism image.
Main results and its proof
Next we give main results in this paper.
Theorem 3.1 the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is an eventually PI-strong wrpp semigroup;
(2) S is a strong semilattice of inflation on the direct product commutative R cancellative monoids and rectangular band; (3) S is an inflation of strong semilattice on the direct product commutative R cancellative monoids and rectangular band; (4) S is a inflation of spined product of strong semilattice of commutative R cancelative monoids and normal band with respect to its the common Thus is a structure homomorphism, where , Y , and .
( 2) 
is an identity element of a in M E . Thus , ( (1) S is a semigroup with satisfying the conditions (L) and satisfying the permutation identity (*);
(2) S is an eventually PI-strong wrpp semigroup, and 2 = S S ; (3) S is a strong semilattice of the direct product of a commutative R cancellative monoid and a rectangular band; (4) S is a spined product of a strong semilattice of commutative R cancellative monoid and a normal band; (5) S is a semigroup with satisfying the conditions (L) and satisfying a permutation identity 
